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Introduction 

 
Council has recently completed the development of the Oaklands Estate Reserve 
Playground and the Oaklands Recreation Plaza Stage 2 in September 2018. Previous 
stages included the Oaklands Wetlands and Recreation Plaza Stage 1 Skate Park. Council 
is now seeking the community’s feedback about the whole precinct development. 
 
A survey was released to understand what the community thought about their new 
playground, mini bike circuit, event space, rotunda and the wetlands and what they would 
like their reserves and playgrounds to look like in the future. 
 
Community consultation was undertaken over a three week period to 18 November 2019 
including: 
 

 A Making Marion online survey 

 Postcards delivered to 804 households directing them to the online survey 

 Social media marketing 
 
The purpose of the engagement was to seek feedback from residents regarding the 
development of the whole site to understand if there are any further needs.  
 
The following report provides an analysis of the feedback received. 
 

Executive Summary 

 
In summary, during the 3 week consultation period Council received: 
 

 20 completed surveys 

 1 letter 
 
The following were the main findings 

 The main attraction of the site was Wetland / Nature 

 65% of respondents agreed that the reserve upgrade helped build community 
connections 

 The majority of respondents visited the reserve twice a week, spending 1 hour 

 The majority of respondents walked / jog / ran to the reserve 

 Maintenance carried out at the reserve is sufficient 
 
It should also be noted that 55% of respondents felt that amenities were insufficient 

Identified insufficiencies  Comment 

Toilet at Oaklands Road 
Toilets and sign posts needed 
Proper toilet 

There are three toilets, 1 at the skate park 
and 2 near the playground. This number is 
sufficient for the reserve. Signs at strategic 
locations directing to the toilets are needed. 

Playground does not cater for small 
children 

Swings will be installed as part of the Ben 
Pethick removal. 

More BBQ’s needed There are BBQ’s at both the recreation 
plaza (1 plate) and playground (3 plates). 
This is sufficient for the site. Signs can be 
placed to direct to the BBQ’s 



 

More dog watering points The fountain at the playground has a dog 
bowl .Because of the conflict with 
biodiversity and the play areas further 
consideration of dog bowls is not required. 

 
Respondents experienced problems in the following areas 

 Signage 

 Vandalism 

 Litter 
 
Respondents would like to see the following structured activities 

Family Events 3 

Pump track 1 

Exercise Classes 2 

Markets / Music Events 3 

Educational talks 1 

Pop Up Café 1 

 
As a result of the feedback the following items will be actioned 

Community Feedback Action 

Signage – toilet and historical Attach toilet signs to existing poles at 
entrances to Reserve 
Historical signage will be erected near the 
car park. 

Overflowing bins and not enough dog bags Refer this feedback to Waste Administration 

Bench required near duck pond A bench exists close to the decking. No 
further benches are required. 

Insufficient play equipment for junior play A double swing will be constructed upon 
removal of Ben Pethick play equipment. 

Not enough seating near the playground A bench seat and a pod seat are positioned 
at the playground, No further seating is 
required. 

Request for a Pump track Opportunity for a pump track will be 
explored at other reserves close to 
Oaklands Estate. 

Remove grape vines The grape vines are heritage listed and will 
remain. 

Wrap the toilet to make it more aesthetically 
pleasing 

Explore addition of a toilet wrap through the 
Open Space Plan. 

Would like to see structured activities Activities referred to Events team. 

Care and maintenance of beds and lawn is 
insufficient 

Comment to be referred to Open Space 
Maintenance team. 

 
 
 
  



 
 
 

Consultation Findings 

Q1. What are the main attractions for you to visit this new reserve? 
 

 
 
 
Q2. I feel the reserve upgrade has helped build community connections. i.e More 
residents gathering with each other at the reserve and sharing the space? 

 
 
 
Q3. Please tell us why you agreed or disagreed with the statement above? 
In comparison with the rundown front old road safety centre that was there before... it’s like 
chalk and cheese.  It’s a beautiful open space. 
 
My observations are that many people use the facilities at both the Wetlands and the 
Reserve and that more people are present than previously  
 
I do not strongly agree as this park has always been popular 
 
Lots more people of all ages and backgrounds visiting and using the entire area. 
 
It is a popular spot for family gatherings and now more facilities make this easier. 



 
 
Haven't been there enough times to find this out 
 
More people there 
 
We've noticed more families and community groups using the park since the upgrades have 
been completed.  
 
Lots of activity in the new shelters  
 
Much more attractive, inviting area than before. 
 
Whenever we go we encounter people enjoying the lovely environment and often chat to 
others 
 
When walking or riding through the wetlands I observe a diverse mixture of ages and 
cultures picnicking, skate boarding/scooters and bikes or just enjoying the peace and nature. 
 
I take my own children to go and visit my Grandpa who has lived in the area for over 70 
years 
 
"Have seen less people gathering. Very upset at the removal of the southern pond and the 
swing sets. These were what we visited most. Every other local families I have spoken to do 
not think that the southern end of the reserve has been improved , rather has been ruined 
from what it was. 
However around the skatepark is great." 
 
Regularly walk through the Wetlands and have observed a greater number of people/groups 
using the facilities. 
 
Shared spaces encourage conversation with strangers. We also often see neighbours and 
people we know  
 
When at the reserve I have seen people gathering for picnics and using the facilities in 
general. 
 
Newly upgraded area with clear dry walking tracks makes the area more attractive. 
 
 
 
  



 
Q4. What is the age of the children in your household who visit the reserve? 

 
 
Q5. How often do you visit the reserve? 

 
 
  



 
Q6. On average, how long do you spend at the reserve? 

 
 
 
 
Q7. How do you get to the reserve? 

 
 
 
  



 
Q8. Is the maintenance carried out at the reserve sufficient? 
 

 
 
Q9. If no, please tell us why not? 
 
Bins sometimes need to be emptied, and are in fact overflowing. Also the gate is not being 
shut at night to stop cars coming in late.  I think we still need a staff person available on a 
Sunday for any problems, and check last thing at night. 
 
It is a huge area for Council to maintain and whilst I believe workers do their best there are 
still lots of weeds etc. especially at this time of year.  Rubbish is an issue and pick ups need 
to be more often. 
 
Could empty the bins more often, with the increased usage there are often bins overflowing 
 
Several times the grass if left too long between mowing 
 
"Benches have been removed that should have been left. There are people of a certain age 
who have used that park for years to walk their dogs, or just walk. 
Benches need to put at the pathways so some (me in particular) would like to sit before 
leaving the park...Now I have a pathway of pick bunting and no bench to sit on and have a 
breather. The bench by the old duck pond, where the lookout it..was a life saver. Now it has 
gone, please put the bench back. 
Bins for doggie bags. There was always one near what was the Japanese garden, now, one 
has to walk nearly half way round the park to find one. 
This isn't just my opinion, others have spoken to me re these changes." 
 
  



 
Q10. Are the amenities provided a the reserve sufficient? 
 

 
 
 
Q11. If no, please tell us why? 
We have toddlers and are disappointed by the play equipment for the younger children. We 
need more swings and perhaps a small slippery dip for younger children.   Also the sand pit 
water play area is too far away from the rest of the playground.  Difficult to keep an eye on 
your children. 
 
Small thing.  It would be good if there were more dog watering points. I notice that with some 
old taps switched off dog walkers seem to struggle to find them and also to find enough of 
them. 
 
The playground equipment does not cater for small children..ie under 4 years.  Otherwise all 
other needs appear to be catered for.  Four push swings and two slides taken away are 
sorely missed by the little ones. 
 
"Insufficient bench seating near the playground. Needs to be swings and slides for the 
younger children and also “monkey bars”. 
" 
A toilet at the Oaklands Rd end would be very useful for those using the skate park and 
sounds areas. 
 
Toilets and sign posts needed  
 
Proper toilet block would be great 
 
More BBQs 
 
"The play areas and equipment are insufficient for young children, only catering for older 
children.  Previously there were bucket swings suitable for toddlers/babies, now no swings at 
all.  
The sandpit is in an isolated area. In one instance another mother of a toddler who a family 
member spoke to, had to leave the sandpit area after an adult male was lingering nearby. 
Police were called." 
 



 
The new play area for little children is insufficient. No swings and little safe playing areas. 
The new rope climbing structure is extremely unsafe for young children. Usually if it is a 
challenging structure is is difficult or inaccessible for say a 4 year to get on to. But this is 
easy. If a child were to fall while at the top, it is out of reach of an adult. If a child was to fall 
they could catch their neck on a strand of rope, resulting in injury of snapping the neck.   
 
Q12. Have you experienced or identified any issues following the completion of the 
reserve? 
 

 
 
 
Q13. If yes, please tell us in which area and the issue you have experienced / 
identified? 

 



 
Q.14 If parking, why? 
No responses 
 
Q15. If signage, why? 
The original plaques describing the history of the area appear to have been removed 
 
Directions within the wetlands to the nature playground would be useful 
 
Q16. If vandalism, why? 
Tagging on large trees, deliberately broken branches of saplings and seedlings 
 
Q17. If litter, why? 
I’ve picked up rubbish near the back playground area.  Maybe a rubbish bin closer to this 
area would be a good thing. 
 
The bins at the end of the weekend are over flowing mainly from night time visitors filling 
them with their own rubbish 
 
Empty the bins more often 
 
Q18. Would you like to see more structured activities, programs or events at the 
reserve? Please tell us what you would like to see or enjoy? 
I would love to see a pop up cafe that served coffee and cake so that I could meet girlfriends 
there and enjoy the area more while chatting to friends. 
 
Educational talks for adults on what is there now eg. insects, bird life, reptiles/amphibians, 
Kuarna history etc. 
 
Occasional family events would be good to ensure the facilities are used to maximum. 
 
It is a park for  all to enjoy.  It does not need to too many structured  events 
 
Pump track 
 
Outdoor exercise classes.  
 
Outdoor exercise classes that are affordable for residents, things like pilates and tai chi 
maybe 
 
"Music, Farmers Market" 
 
Seating in the gazebo. A shade over the BBQ adjacent to the car park. 
 
Loved Brooke Davis Nature day, would love to see more things like that 
 
Perhaps family music events 
 
School holiday events for the grandchildren would be great. 
 
Yes, perfect place for outdoor events. Perhaps music, theatre, nature tours, Aboriginal 
culture information, walking groups, tai chi or yoga 
 
Swings 



 
Q19. Do you have any other comments or suggestions regarding this development 
and future reserve developments in the City of Marion? 
I would love to see all the old signage put back or new...telling the history of the area with 
photos.  Like what I see at other historical sites.  History tells the story. The old two storey 
mansion.  The sign for the magnolia tree.  The saddle harness tree.  So that future 
generations know why it was called Oaklands Estate.  Innes Patritti has an old aerial map of 
all the vineyards in the area from 1949.  This is really interesting and adds another 
dimension to this amazing space.  Our history is important. 
 
I am very happy that the redevelopment allowed for playspace that complements the 
biodiversity corridor.   
 
Future developments need community consultation....which is then taken into account in 
planning instead of being ignored in the final plans.  Council needs to get value for money 
and it is hard to see where the $850000 went on the Reserve based on the final outcome, 
 
The park was already very nice prior to what has been  an expenditure of a  considerable 
sum of money.    Value is a question that has not been asked.  This is not an easy feedback 
forum to use 
 
Please build a pump track  
 
I would suggest removing the grape plans on the eastern side of the reserve and make that 
into more usable space. 
 
"We really love to take our grandchildren to the reserve, such a refreshing place. 
Only trouble we have is getting them to go back home.." 
 
The upgrades were worth the wait. Well done Marion Council and all those concerned. 
 
The removal of infant play equipment at Ben Pethick Reserve is a mistake. No one will use 
the space if there is nothing to attract them there. 
 
Love all the new planting that is going on.  Would love to see some swings in the play area. 
Fantastic spaces for all ages, thank you City of Marion for creating such a beautiful place 
 
Q20. Please tell us your name (optional) 
 
Q21. Please tell us you street name 

 Tait Avenue 

 Minchinbury Tce 

 Beauford Avenue 

 close by 

 Abbeville  

 Hamilton Ave 

 Navigator Ave 

 Baker st 

 Minchinbury Tce 

 Minchinbury 

 Hamley 

 Kenton Avenue 

 Morphett Road 



 

 Martin 

 Salrak Ave 

 Campbell Street 

 Cracknell Close 

 Minchinbury Tce 

 Coolah Tce 

 Melanto Tce 
 
Q22. Please tell us your suburb 

 
 

 

Letter response 

 
I submit the following comments in lieu of the survey. 

Oaklands Wetlands 

This is an excellent project and the final water management process is to be commended. I 
point out that right through the process until just before completion I believed that it was 
going to be a water filtration process that would clean up water from the Sturt River before 
entry into the gulf ( a worthwhile goal in itself). It was only toward the end of construction that 
I was aware of the water insertion to aquifer process and I feel that this information was 
withheld. Please keep this point in mind for later. 

The use of the Friends of the Sturt River group to re-vegetate the area was a good one. They 

have done well in this task. 

I am still concerned that the works contractors did not supply quality soil for the lawns 

surrounding the wetlands, particularly on the eastern side. Right to this date the area is still 

unable to grow a good crop of Ki Kuyu grass across the whole area. It is pot holey and does 

not provide a good activity surface for users. I have had comments re twisted ankles and falls 

while trying to play on it. 

At one point the Oaklands Estate Residents' Assoc offered to install a seat at the top of the 

hill for users to enjoy an overview of the area. The hill was not in the scope of works and did 

not have any work done on it when the Wetlands was done. The group was blocked in this 

unless it supplied expensive steel weld furniture the same as was installed around the ponds. 



 
Subsequently the standard that was enforced was apparently no longer required for all other 

seats installed around the total works area are of variable design. Council inconsistency and 

its vague approach has been frustrating. 

Oaklands Plaza 

When I attended meetings preceding the decision to install a skateboard park skateboarder 

groups from outside our district made pledges to manage users and their behaviour. This 

was an impossible undertaking but became a building plank in the decision to complete the 

facility. 

At the moment our district (Oaklands Estate) experiences the following :- 

 Lights at the centre are not turned off until after midnight with the users at times 

continuing well into the morning 

 Lights on The Parade West are not turned off until late and skaters use the street 

in lieu of the facility 

 On leaving, the skaters tip bins in the streets as well as dumping their own trash 

in the streets. Their passage to the station is loud (both skate trucks and skater 

yahooing) 

 an increase in graffiti in the area (although in spasmodic bursts)  

 aggressive behaviour by skaters towards members of their groups or on others, 

accompanied by foul language  

 fireworks and explosions late at night (although in spasmodic bursts) 

The City of Marion informs the community that it should contact police as it has no 

responsibility to manage bad behaviour. 

The police may arrive, often late but the caller has no idea whether there has been any 

response to their calls. 

The completion of the rotunda heralded concerts possibly by the City of Marion Orchestra. I 

thought that this was a great idea to date nothing has occurred. 

The rotunda is now used as an undercover skate area with gradual damage to the concrete 

edges resulting. 

At the same time it is wonderful to see the younger children using the skate park under 

supervision, usually in the mornings. It is even better when a female arrives to do some 

skating - an amazingly rare event. I wonder what is being done to bring in more girls. 

Oaklands Estate Reserve 

The completed reserve development is an excellent result in most aspects. Retaining the 

open character of the area has been very successful. The play equipment installed is 

excellent although I have serious reservations about the provision of play experiences to 

restricted age groups. Children aged 3 to 5 have little physical activity choice on equipment, 

Provision of a slide and swings for these children would round out choices. 



 
When asked what play equipment was to be installed I was told that the choice would be 

from the group of images provided. This was an airy fairy response that covered the lack 

of certain equipment and smacks of the same attitude as telling people about the water 

management. It is a method of keeping sole control of the project until completion while 

preventing public dissension. 

There is an area of ground that was once a roadway that is now seeded as lawn. The road 

base was turned over, not removed/replaced and now experiences problems growing grass. 

The plants in the flower boxes are gradually dying off with insufficient care. 

It is sad that plaques showing history of the area have been removed. Their replacements 

do not provide sufficient historical context. The removal of some old remains of the 

Homestead was badly managed and it was only after intervention by a local resident that the 

original corner fence post was returned (damaged). This was not even in the scope of 

works. 

The olives that became the Peace Trees for a few years are suddenly no longer recognised 

as such. Seems a very ad hoc process - here it is, now it isn't. 

The response by City of Marion to blitz remedy some of the issues was very good and it is 

hoped that in time some other issues still remaining will be corrected e.g. the area around the 

toilets has been redone and looks much better. Sadly the boring monochromatic paintjob is 

far below the standard of the Plaza toilet. There is a great opportunity to improve this. 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on these development projects of the City of 

Marion. 

 



 
 


